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Blood and blood (plasma) products amuse oneself a crucial function in existence of person’s life. In the approach of rigorous science and technology development there is no course of action to produce feigned bases of human blood, hence no substitute for human blood till now. Annually, the millions of patient’s lives are safeguard by modern health care services such cases like surgeries, cancer treatment, trauma, organ transplantation and during childbirth. The role of (Centre for biological evaluation and research) which was organized by Food and Drug Administration, the World Health Organization protects the public health by secure and supply of biological products whenever is needed and also provided expedient information about biological products. Evaluation criteria for national blood regulatory system “blood regulation network” that describes about divine rights and functions of integrated blood regulations. The interior consequence includes authorization of blood firm marketing, benchmark of clinical investigation, complete data regarding patient blood management. Though, the strict or precise regulatory framework is not yet provided. The corona virus disease-2019 epidemic has wreaked havoc on several countries health-care systems. The voluntary blood donation camps were discontinued due to early government measures such as widespread lockdown and restriction strategies toward public gatherings. This study examines the recorded regulatory guidelines in case of blood and blood products, in addition of hemovigilance, as set forth by the United States food and drug administration, the Europe, and India, as well as the scenario during corona virus disease-2019.
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Worldwide 118.4 million blood donations are composed, out of this 40 % of blood collected from wealthier countries. According to the journal the lancet, India is now experiencing a demand for blood and blood products. In wealthier countries, blood products are typically accustomed to progesterone receptor cardiovascular surgery, transplantation, trauma resuscitation (revive), hematological diseases, treatment of cancer and medical and surgical policy. Modern Health care was accepted in 1976 and gradually it was accepted all over the world. The role of health care services, upgrade the treatment and prevention of diseases, curative of diseases and rehabilitation of physical and mental ruination. Those health care services safeguards millions of patient’s lives by alleviating at critical situations. Centre for Biological Research and Evaluation (CBER) is the key interior of Food and Drug Administration (FDA), legally considered biological products are regulated by public health service act and drugs as per federal drug and cosmetics act and get license through biological license application regulated under section (21 Code of Federal Regulations (CFRs) 600.680). Before licensing the drug must undergo specific confirmatory and laboratory tests as per regulatory guidelines to prevent contamination. CBER creates awareness and responsible for promoting safety, purity, efficacy and usage of biological products according to regulatory guidelines under
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The Blood Regulation Network (BRN) was introduced and accepted in 2006, holds main international regulatory agency with (resolution WHA63.12), the World Health Organization (WHO) urged all member nations to implement Patient Blood Management in 2010 (PBM)\(^1\). It focuses on three "pillars" of surgical care; peri-operative anemia identification and treatment, peri-operative blood loss reduction and harnessing and utilizing the patient's physiological reserve anemia\(^2\). In India, blood and blood products are regulated under Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940 sec 2(b). The National Blood Policy (NBP) and the National Blood Transfusion Council (NACO) are working tirelessly to improve India's Blood Transfusion Services (BTS). As a result, strengthening nationwide and regional 'blood regulatory authorities' have been identified a vital prerequisite for securing the worldwide supply of blood products. "Assessment criteria for national" released by the BRN, is a significant step forward in this area. A policy question arises within the (national blood regulatory system) concerning in what manner to manage the blood safety and availability in the text of limited health resources and services administration and social outlooks\(^3\).

Central Drug Standard Control Drugs (CDSCO), India is an administrative body regulatory agency for pharmaceutical drugs and medical devices which was similar to FDA. The blood system in European countries is autonomous (independent) with completely different association. In European countries the blood products regulated by European Community (EC) and European Union (EU). The suitable laws and guidelines are prepared for such cases. Based upon the certain laws and regulation the overall process has been maintained and documented. As Corona Virus Disease-2019 (COVID-19) epidemic has had a significant impact on blood transfusion\(^4\). As a result, the local government has been directed to take proactive measures to assure the availability of blood for clinical purposes. The acute local blood scarcity and disgruntled need were managed by allocating blood stockpiles from surrounding cities, or even provinces, through a national blood management information system\(^5\). Blood collection is lost owing to social closures and widespread illness, resulting in a large decline of whole blood in countries with prompt drastic output\(^6\). Previous pandemics taught us a variety of lessons about health-care preparedness, including the use of BTS to combat epidemics. The role of BTS in a pandemic is determined by several factors, including the pandemic’s kind, the potential for the spread of the community, the dangers of transfusion transmission, and the blood-safety intervention’s cost-effectiveness\(^7\).

**REGULATION IN INDIA**

In India, the cases of accidents and surgeries are frequently increasing, hence there is a large demand for blood components. The available (plasma) blood products are collected and stored in blood bank. A blood product includes the whole blood and its constituents such as plasma, cells of the blood (regional blood coordination centers), pregnant women, and children when they are in need for blood. Hence, the emergency services should work properly in this critical situation. The WHO blood regulatory network produced "assessment criteria for national blood regulatory systems" which advocates for the blood system. Entire regulatory system is based on good preparation practices, consists of transfusion of white blood cells and platelets. The death rate is high due to insufficiency of blood in case of transfusion of blood, quality system and good manufacturing practices of blood constituents\(^8\).

**Good pharmacoepidemiology practices requirements:**

In the year 2000, the WHO declared that "blood saves lives" and that "safe blood begins with me". In 2001, the WHO created the Quality Management Plan (QMP) and QMT programmed to ensure sufficient training and blood safety fig. 1. It was held to raise awareness about the QMP and the importance of QMT in ensuring the quality, safety, and adequacy of blood. In India, BTS are direct by the, Drugs and Cosmetics Act 1940 (D and C Act). The registration of blood donor is accepted from the age of 18 y in India. There is a backdrop for the blood transfusion system. While transfusion process, we should notice the mode of transmission of infections and other diseases. Following the process of blood transfusion, clear examination (screening of blood) should be done. The Drug Controller General of India (DGGI) was accountable for the quality and safety monitoring of blood supply in blood banks NACO (National/ State AIDS Control Organization), (National/
State blood transfusion council). NBP encourages the technology of BTS and improved in the field of transfusion medicine. The public private partnership model plays major role in the device implementation and management of BTS and helps to reach grass root level of healthcare system in India. eg., BTS in Gujarat[9]. In India the status of blood banks has 4 distinct types of blood center are accomplished by the NGOS, public sector, corporate sector also Indian red cross society[10].

Hospitals in south India (Puducherry) maintains ‘Stringent screening criteria’ and determined International Classification of Diseases (ICD10). The blood obtained from non-remunerated blood donor is a cherished resource which required to be efficiently managed and provided. Every patient they sign up to the date included during hospice number, gender, age, classification and number of plasma components distributed and other pertinent details. The data was recorded in Ms excel and evaluating using IBM statics for windows[11]. It is mandatory for analysing such as the Human Immune Deficiency Syndrome (HIV), Universal screening for human Chagas Disease (CD), malaria, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis B virus, hepatitis C virus, T cell lymphocyte virus type 1 and type 2 in the donor blood as per D and C Act and Rules (Rules 68A, Schedule F (Part XA, XIIB) [12,13]. Low and Middle-Income Countries (LMICS) experiencing a shortfall in these classes (fig. 2), especially in pastoral zones. A NBP and BTS are possibly addressing and making regulatory framework for their issues, QMS in their modern perspective case is to provide quality, safety and efficacy[13]. NBP was first implemented in the year 2002 by MOHFW. The framework for NBP is given by the approach of Watt and Gibson (2009) as health policy triangle and the questions four of the ‘What’s the problem represented to be’[14]. Blood transfusion has existed broadly and overviewed in medicinal practice ever since in the first part of 20\textsuperscript{th} century to treat anaemia and bleeding (haemorrhage). Here it reviews about the blood transfusion process of quality of evidence and strength of recommendation under 95\% Confidence Interval (CI). Scientific data shows that the restrictive transfusion strategy is safe and sound as the standard strategy. The guidelines for restrictive blood transfusion strategy have been circulated by many systematic high societies such as the British sterol and haematology committee, the American Association of Blood Banks (AABB), the society of critical care medicine, the American college of physicians, and the American society
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SAFE CLINICAL CARE

• Plasma (blood supply).
• Prudent protocol for the donation of blood & transfusion.
• Proper orientation for certify, guard, unbiased & continual delivery of blood.

Fig. 2: Safe clinical care outline

of anaesthesiologists are among the organisations that make up the AABB\[15\].

**LICENSING FOR BLOOD IN INDIA**

The central licence approving authority and the superpower of DGGI are liable for issuing licence for blood products. State/central licencing approving authorities grant the licences for operating of blood banks after inspection. The first amendment of the D and C Rules 1945 (4 Jan 2004) concerning the action of freezing to authorize the blood transfusion centres which was undertaken by Armed Force Medical Services in field and sensitive areas. Armed force transfusion services is an effective and systematic network providing support and components to personnel and their subservient\[12\].

Form 28. C: Licence for operating blood banks, legal paper includes a letter with a 5-rupee law court fee stamp.

Form 27. C: Challan for Rs.7500.

Location: 100 m square for operation use, 50 m square preparation of plasma components.

Collection: Collect from the certified blood depository.

Storage: Stockpiled between 2°-8°.

Master formula record: Production and control industries along with parameters.

Labelling: Consist of data like donor categorization, specific machine-readable barcodes, quantity contained and expiring particulars\[16\].

**IMPLEMENTATION OF HAMOVIGILANCE IN INDIA**

In Greek haem means blood and in Latin vigil means watchful. The concept of hemovigilance is 1st launched and present in the year 1990 in France. The ‘International Society of Blood Transfusion (ISBT)’ and the ‘international hemovigilance network’ are two organisations dedicated to improving blood transfusion safety (HN) plays a crucial role, which scrutinize the complete concatenation of transfusion. Hemovigilance is a quality control system. The QMS which able to detect the undesirable objects and improves transfusion process by organising blood transfusion program in various countries\[17\]. Acute haemolytic transfusion reaction is occurring due to allergic reaction and adverse events in recipients. The goal of the hemovigilance system is to improve the transfusion process while reducing wastage in order to create and promote safe transfusion of blood. Long-ago evidence shows in India, several individuals received HIV infected blood which ought to be prevented in upcoming year fig. 3\[16\].
REGULATIONS IN UNITED STATES

Although most donors accept blood donation well from 3% to 10% of donors will have an unpleasant reaction or damage as a result of their donation. In 2006, the FDA issued a final advisory on the newly developed uniform Donor History Questionary (DHQ) and related materials. The DHQ papers are currently used by most lifeblood facilities in United States. In the year 2007, the FDA put forward a regulation on the requirements for the transfusion of blood components, which included new or proposed changes to federal regulations regarding donor medical history assessment and a consolidated donor eligibility requirement. The demographic shifts of the donor population in the United States has increased blood donation centers' reliance on young age of 18 years old donors. Then the United States FDA (USFDA) makes no age necessities for blood donation in its recommendations and regulations\textsuperscript{18}. Donation of blood, distribution and services for blood transfusion are provided in the United States through a system of community-based, hospital-based, and transfusion centers. The data was studied from the year 2015 National Blood Collection and Utilization Survey (NBCUS) survey to gain a better understanding of the changing dynamics of blood collection and use in the US. The survey was conducted using an electronic web-based methodology. The American blood center membership list and registration of blood establishments with the FDA database were used to locate a blood donation sites. The danger of transfusion-transmitted diseases is currently very minimal in the United States blood supply. Despite evidence showing a reduction in transfusion-related adverse effects, the very small percentage of blood products exposed to a decrease in leukocytes in the United States is likely attributable to cost and a lack of regulatory mandate\textsuperscript{19}. The AABB Standards for blood banks and transfusion services, as well as the USFDA, CFRs, establish general principles for blood donor screening and decision-making. A medical history, physical examination, hemoglobin screening test, and a Confidential Unit Exclusion (CUE) protocol are used to screen donors who present for blood donation. The CUE process is voluntary and not required, according to an FDA regulation\textsuperscript{20}. The Health and Human services convened a committee to study the prevalence of contraindications related to blood constituents and the committee suggested that multiple centers are prospectively randomized the trials by comparing the clinical results of inpatient transfusion process\textsuperscript{21}. 
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LIFE THREATENING INFECTION

The “transfusion-related acute lung injury” and the “systemic inflammatory response syndrome” are two serious side effects of Red Blood Cell (RBC), platelet and plasma transfusions\[^{21}\]. CD, commonly called American trypanosomiasis, is a life-threatening infection caused by insecticides. When an appropriate assay became available in 1989, the United States blood product advisory council advised universal screening for CD. In March of 2007, the FDA released a draught guidance suggesting universal blood donation screening. In the year 2010, the regulatory document was issued by an FDA. The ‘Safety Tripods’ idea is based on the identification of suitable and ‘low risk’ donors, the use of infection marker screening tests, and the removal of residual infections\[^{22}\].

HEMOVIGILANCE

In contrast to Europe, the term hemovigilance is not often used within the United States. Nonetheless, tracking blood transfusion-related morbidity and mortality is a commonly accepted idea. The FDA has its regulatory agency, promulgates memoranda and suggests product recalls. It scrutinizes the facilities; minimize the error and accident reports. Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) inspects blood facilities that are reimbursed via medicos and medicaid for blood tests and transfusions. In a nutshell, FDA inspections are meant to guarantee that blood network establishments have effectual control on their production processes and production systems as shown in fig. 4.

The FDA’s blood products advisory group offers the agency with knowledge based scientific and medical opinion on blood regulation. In United States, the FDA, AABB, HCFA, the National Institute of Health and the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and prevention are among the blood banking and transfusion medical organizations. The AABB, the college of American pathologists, another executive body, the National institute of health joint commission on accreditation of health-care organizations is a non-profit organization that authorizes health-care institution and the USFDA were all part of the medical technical team. For detecting and trending adverse responses, blood centers in the US employ a multidisciplinary approach. For “technical” occurrences, there is no unified center for data collecting, observing, and the policy intercessions\[^{23}\].

Fig. 4: Blood system management
REGULATIONS IN EUROPE

In 20\textsuperscript{th} century the scientific discoveries were transformed into modern-day science due to upheaval in the use of blood. During this time, the stringent for blood components from paid promotion exponentially and scientific testimony shows that such blood components had significant rates of hepatitis infection. Despite the changing nature of the European blood market, both national and European blood policy that emphasizes the importance of unpaid donors in achieving self-sufficiency. The policy was bolstered by strong justification made by Richard Titmuss British Sociologist on the significance of "What to be termed as the gift relationship" about blood donation, which sparked a current international and research-based discussion. Because of the regionalization of the blood transfusion service, it was impossible to expand the collection and distribution of blood on a national scale under the basic architecture of the National Health Service. Episodes of HIV/AIDS blood staining on a national level sparked scheme and regulatory measurement at the EU extend\textsuperscript{[24]}. The purpose of a PBM program is to identify and limit the risk of blood transfusion while also providing a Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for the process\textsuperscript{[25]}.

Since 2002, the development of EU blood supply directives has been stagnant and is currently being curtailed. The developments of EU blood supply directives has remained, since the year 2002 and are in the process of doing so through a 27-step process. The European Council, acting on support of the Parliament of EU, urged that the (Commission) panel of experts accept suitable suggestions to use a framework for a blood safety policy, and 98/463/EEC Council Recommendation was issued\textsuperscript{[26]}.

Scope of directive 2002/98/EC:

Regulation of blood establishing events; plasma facilities planned for the manufacturing of medical products and aspects of blood banking incidents in hospitals\textsuperscript{[26]}. The European Blood Directive (EC) No. 2002/98/EC was enacted in 2002 and the directives that follow and create an overacting summary for transfusion procedure, SOP, clarification and different practices among EU member states. For more than 15 y, blood policies have been on the EC agenda. They discuss both qualitative and quantitative issues that arise to ensuring the blood quality and blood safety. By long-term blood programs, self-sufficiency in blood and its constituents was expected to be the final report\textsuperscript{[27]}. In 1995, the European commission and European blood alliance collaborate. The goal is to raise public knowledge, as well as that of experts, about non-remunerated blood donation and the preparation of its components. Following directive 2002/98/EC, there are furthermore directives; Directive2004/33/EC; directive2005/61/EC; directive2005/62/EC that set out for technical implementation. There is a question raised from the implementation and conveyance of the European regulatory agenda for the components of blood. The eligibility of the donor as per the III.2.2.2 Annex III of Directive2004/33/EC\textsuperscript{[27]}. In 1999, the Wildbad-Kreuth Initiative, which began with a seminar of 15 member state’s perspectives, formed the EC. The goal was to look into practice, assess it, and come up with a plan to make the best use of blood as a component to improve sense of security and self-sufficiency. The European Directorate for Quality of Medicine and healthcare (EDQM) of the Council of Europe (COE), which is responsible for the transmission of medical products, has been a significant supporter of the Wildbad-Kreuth initiative\textsuperscript{[28]}.

In the EU, the blood pool procedure is regulated in numerous directives that dealing with its regulatory and quality issues. Also, it regulates the obligatory requirements on blood along with plasma donor eligibility. The COE, EDQM has submitted a proposal relating in order to prepare, usage, and quality assurance of blood constituents in order to lay the groundwork for SOP\textsuperscript{[29]}.

PRE-HOSPITAL BLOOD TRANSFUSION

Pre-Hospital Blood Products (PHBP) are used for critically damaged bleeding patients, according to evidence. This study's primary and secondary goals were to determine and estimate the optimal PHBP in 14 European countries. The European Society of Anesthesiologists' subcommittee for critical emergency performed research in numerous European nations on the use of PHBI, that concerning to establish current European practice and the basic rationale. The goal was to determine the extent of product use and to assess practitioner’s views on the use of PHBP\textsuperscript{[30]}.
HEMOVIGILANCE
This survey has been collecting data on hemovigilance since 2004, including reports of serious adverse events. The format for collecting hemovigilance data was devised by COE experts, submitted to the European commission, and incorporated into directive 2005/61/EC after minor adjustments by the commission. Because the majority of these serious reactions are unanticipated, unwanted side effects of blood transfusion procedures that are well-known complications from the medical literature and frequently mentioned in physician and patient "information pamphlets" reporting serious adverse reactions, as done by hemovigilance programmers, can be considered a high level of surveillance. Most people who receive blood transfusions are sick and have underlying pathologies or drugs that affect the signs and symptoms of probable transfusion responses. Unlike the EC Directives 2002/98/EC and 2005/61/EC, hemovigilance dates that aren’t triggered by blood component qualities also reported here[31].

REGULATIONS DURING COVID-19
Blood and blood products are significant resources and the WHO has developed guidelines for managing blood supplies in response to the COVID-19 outbreak. The majority of COVID-19 patients do not require blood transfusions[32]. The guidance suggests reducing the risk of COVID-19 transmission by blood transfusions, in addition to the likelihood of a shortage of blood donors; regulating the blood supply; ensuring that key materials and equipment are always available and donors, recipients, all personnel, important stakeholders and the general public should all be aware of the situation.

According to the WHO, the COVID-19 pandemic reduced blood supply by 20 %-30 % in all six regions[33]. Many blood donation centers throughout the world have mostly closed during COVID-19. Donors who practice social separation, perhaps due to disease or self-quarantine, are rapidly dwindling. As alternatives dwindle, we must develop regional and national shortage plans, as well as distribute and implement PBM[34].

IMPLEMENTATION OF BLOOD MANAGEMENT IN PATIENTS
"Implementation of PBM was strongly recommended" the European CDC (ECDC) says in its COVID-19 fast risk management dated on 12th March 2020, considering the current crisis. Furthermore, the WHO interim guidance during COVID-19 pandemic that ensures efficient supply of blood, which was announced on March 20, 2020, encourages "Good PBM" to conserve blood reserves[34]. PBM methods limit allogenic blood transfusions and prevent anemia (a global health problem), resulting in better resource allocation and cost savings, as well as lower patient morbidity and death[35].

GUIDELINES FOR BLOOD DONATIONS
The most recent MOHFW 2020 rules have built the criteria for blood donor selection which was little more rigorous. The government of India has published a detailed list of omission and addition criteria for blood donors in a gazette notification dated March 11, 2020[36]. We feel that there are many fears, misunderstandings and false rumors about blood donation in the minds of donors during the pandemic time. They stated that the main bother of blood donors in their investigation was the risk of contracting corona virus while donating blood. The reduction in voluntary donations has been observed in several countries around the world. To address the "blood crisis," the FDA recently reduced the deferral requirement for blood donation for males from 3 mo to 12 mo of abstinence. The Margo Clinic is leading the COVID-19 extended access programmed and is assisting all healthcare facilities, transfuse medicine providers, and other stakeholders[37].

During the donation procedure, certain protections were put in place to protect blood donors and donors. In addition, in our context, a blood donor screening questionnaire was employed to identify donors who were at high risk of being exposed to Covid-2019. The subsequent steps were implemented at both blood banks and mobile blood drives. Donors who return from any national or foreign jurisdiction will have their donations delayed for 14 d; donors who have been intimacy with confirmed Corona patients were barred from participating; donors who have COVID-19 symptoms were deferred and a body temperature of 37.5° disqualifies a donor. This was augmented by the Malaysian government, which was created to track down contacts and stratify user’s risk of contracting COVID-19[38].
The retrospective study in North India was divided into two phases; phase 1 and phase 2. The customized hospital administration software was used to retrieve information about the blood unit, which was collected both in-house and in the VBCDS. The formula for calculating the percentage of units that are obsolete beyond their expiration date\(^{39}\). No of Packed Red Blood Cells (PRBR) outdated due to expiring \times 100. Total number of PRBR prepared.

Polymorphism in the ABO gene is reflected in the ABO blood type trait. This heredity is linked to several extra characteristics, including Corona virus 2019 morbidity and mortality risk factors. The frequency of blood types varies by ancestral groups\(^{40}\). The BWNW (Blood Network)-increased its own recommendation that all higher-risk for remote works of employee and initiated its own emergency forethought for the potential impact on important employees. This involves talking with the medical personnel at the university’s transfusion service about sharing service and call of duty if needed\(^{41}\).

**SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT**

In late December, the pathogen that causes pneumonia has been discovered as a novel coronavirus strain by the WHO; this unique coronavirus has been called "Corona virus-2" means "severe acute respiratory syndrome" by the international committee on taxonomy of viruses, and the WHO has dubbed the virus linked condition COVID-19\(^{42}\). The continuing COVID-19 pandemic is a unique human disaster. In this regard, a structured literature review technique should be used to investigate the overcoming management of the supply bond strategies, and the provocation that appears due to a COVID-19 “bell-like” set of circumstances includes assuming a broad-based operative management investigation in pandemics and establishing the goals for outbreaks of epidemics; during COVID-19, practitioners in the supply chain will get access to comparative literature space and additional research possibilities and developing a theoretically integrated management of the chain of supplies; sustainability composition, durability readiness, and digital surveillance structure\(^{43}\).

During the COVID-19 epidemic, pharmacy experts are measured the necessity associates, commonly saving (for example) public or resident medical response crops are also involved in repair endurance as well as society provisions. Pharmacy associations in the United States and around the world have released guidelines and warnings for pharmacists to help prepare and improve services in the COVID-19 epidemic. The international pharmaceutical federation has released a comprehensive paper that includes recommendations for pharmacy specialists in relation to COVID-19 trials in the drugstore workforce, as well as a reference list in 8 languages. The inter professional education plans and measures, with these people can also gain a better understanding of pharmacy students and specialists' abilities and capabilities\(^{44}\).

**COLLECTION OF CONVALSCENT PLASMA**

Provided, equipped and authorized blood banks must collaborate with COVID-19 centers to keep track of discharged inpatients from the surrounding area and link them via phone for convalescent plasma donation. Donor enlistment for plasma recovery should not be a complication, especially given the rising number of present cases. If the need arises, transportation assistance should be offered. For a smooth workflow and to avoid unintended exposure, the recovering plasma collecting region should be separated from the rest of the blood embankment. Donor seclusion and privacy are of particular relevance when it comes to the stigma associated with this problem. The most important provocation will be weeding away qualified or trial-seeking donors in order to relieve donation facilities of needless burdens. Recapitulate clinical test that has been officially agreed must be strictly followed. Some people will be looking for ways to profit from the current contagion-chaos. Such behavior should be anticipated, closely adhered to and severely punished\(^{45}\).

According to the evidence, convalescent plasma taken from COVID-19 survivors contains receptor binding dominion specific antibodies with potent antiviral activity. Meanwhile, in several countries, convalescent plasma therapy has been approved for use in patients. This has gained widespread acceptance in (red world therapeutic practice), where it is used to treat individuals suffering from a variety of COVID-19 sereness\(^{46}\).
**BLOOD SEROLOGICAL TESTING**

Because of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome-Coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection might be mild or asymptomatic, patients who are sick may not seek medical help. US blood donation specimens from an existing repository collected by the American Red Cross were sent to the centers for CDC for testing antibodies that reactive with SARS-COV-2, retrospectively and to check if serological analysis could provide more insight into SARS-COV-2 introduction into the US. The percentage of susceptible gifts was higher between the donors aged 40 or older among donations collected in Oregon, Washington and California\(^{[47]}\).

To determine the exact extent of virus spread and the existence of potential antibody-mediated defense against SARS-COV-2 at the level of the community, serological studies with a large population as well as high-quality data on SARS-CoV-2 antibody production in healthy freak are urgently required. Infection-induced immunity in the herd could emerge if a large number of people become infected with SARS-CoV-2 and generate antibodies to the virus, in addition to persons with immunity that is not mediated by antibodies or pre-existing immunological responsiveness to the virus\(^{[48]}\).

**DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC, IS BLOOD TRANSFUSION SAFE**

The safeguards are very efficient in preventing blood products from being contaminated by symptomatic donors, but they do not exclude the possibility of asymptomatic people donating blood. Furthermore, it is not recommended to screen blood products from asymptomatic people. Although no cases of COVID-19 transfer during transfusion of blood have been identified, vertical blood transmission from pregnant women to their babies has been documented. Many problems remain unsolved, including how long people who have previously been infected with SARS-CoV-2 should be regarded ineligible to donate blood, as a result of the gradual resumption of routine activities and the growing requirement for blood products\(^{[49]}\). Only one critically ill patient exhibited RNAemia from one of the 18 patients in the research who had SARS-CoV-2 infection verified by RT-PCR. According to the results, among asymptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infected patients, there is no risk causing of SARS-COV-2 that transmitted by blood components. However, larger studies are needed to better assess the risk of hematogenous transmission and to establish the best timing to send recovered SARS-COV-2 patients for blood donations\(^{[40]}\). The list included the range of donation units of blood and the number of blood products released for transfusion in a cross-sectional study conducted in the blood bank in South Arabia. To assess donor attendance, supply of blood and request management, data were examined using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) statistics (2.50)\(^{[42]}\).

During COVID-19 the (CNS) Italian National blood, is the ministry of health technical and precise advising body on topics connected to blood and blood products, oversees the transfusion system through RBCs\(^{[51]}\). The research was presented at a (tertiary care) cancer hospital’s ‘blood transfusion service’, and it included an analysis of blood contributions, packed RBC unit requirements, and packed RBC inventory during the ‘lock down’ phases. The shelf life of packed RBC units with chemical solution is 42 d. SPSS statistics were used to immediately capture data on an MS Excel spreadsheet (2.50)\(^{[52]}\). Platelets have a short ‘shelf life’ of only 5 d, thus they must be collected according to the conditions. They also cannot be collected as deposited like RBC units. Overall, the platelepheresis measures remained consistent with the SOPs. In addition to the blood camp stamp, the certificate was contracted by the day by the health officer and health social employee. The public or state (blood transfusion commission) recommendations were followed in this document\(^{[53]}\). Even though the platelet recipient was diagnosed with very severe ‘aplastic anemia’ and was using immunosuppressant’s, the transfusion of plasma products took from diseased patients who have not yet shown signs, and symptoms of SARS-COV-2 and does not result in virus transmission. The AABB and the CDC and Prevention presently do not advise blood collection facilities to take any specific SARS-COV-2 related steps. It’s vital to think about the possibility of this infection spreading through blood transfusions\(^{[54]}\). The result of PBM put efforts, and advancements in surgery, blood use has decreased roughly by 30 % in the US over the last decade, blood facilities have cut donor collecting accordingly for apparent financial reasons. The majority of PBM techniques emphasize “keeping the patient’s blood flowing”,
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which will aid in balancing supply and demand for allogenic blood components, particularly during the present epidemic [55].

CONCLUSION

Blood is a vital component of life that can save a person’s life. This article has compiled data from a variety of sources in order to give relevant information about the blood and blood products before and after COVID-19. During pandemics as in normal times, PBM attempts to pertinent blood supply and reducing the mortality rate. Better BTS facilities will be required by legislation. Increased public awareness of the benefits of blood donation, not just for recipients but also for the donor, may boost voluntary donations. Commitment on execution of blood safety measure is generally composite. Increase the number of blood drives to increase blood donations and lower patient mortality. Donating blood is a positive thing because it not only saves a patient’s life, but it also benefits the donor.
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